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About This Game

Contradiction is a unique adventure / murder mystery game that uses live-action video for the entirety of the game play. All you
have to do is interview characters, spot their lies and catch them out!

Contradiction is a brand new take on the concept of an interactive movie and brings the genre to a whole new level of
playability. It plays as smoothly as a 3D graphic game. You can wander freely around the game environment, collecting

evidence and witnessing constantly changing events.

But the game is all about interviewing the characters you meet, questioning them about all the evidence you’ve collected and
things you’ve seen, then spotting contradictions in their answers. Pair two contradictions together and watch them try to worm

out of it!

Works best plugged into a TV preferably with a bunch of people to help spot the lies - but can be played alone on your laptop or
PC just fine!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Quad Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Quad core preferred
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Possibly one of the greatest Live action point and click's ive ever played.
9\/10 because of some issues with the writing towards the end, but otherwise \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing perfect. One of, if
not the, best FMV games ever made. Incredibly entertaining, very accessible, and appealing to both experienced mystery gamers
and casuals alike (due to hint system, etc.)

Brilliant. Can't wait for sequel.. Great game, it really needs you to read everything. Sadly, I experienced this game, half dead at
1am in the morning and also I'm dumb. Obviously, I got stuck a lot and referenced quite a good bit.

I got a butt load of visual glitches, which got quite infuriating, but I still do enjoy and recommend the game.. I am
recommending, but it's a pretty low recommendation. You find a clue, then ask everybody about it. One person gives you a new
piece of information, so you ask everyone about that now. rinse and repeat.

go to every location. ask every person about everything. learn something new, repeat.

then when you've asked everybody about everything, you try to find where 1 person contradicted themself.

weird thing is - there's no way to ask about people who contradict each other. 1 person says one thing, somebody else says
something different...there's no way to bring up that seemingly important point.

game's ok, but if you aren't into it during the first hour, it doesn't really change much after that so you may want to move on to
something else.. Absolutely wonderful, and deserving of sequel.. Please make a sequel to this amazing game
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I really enjoyed this game, it doesn't have any playback value, but man it was really good.. well written, and well executed.. I
really hope they get funding for a second one..

Only downside is you can't ask about the screwdriver.. or combine it with the flashlight to make a multi-tool..
. pls make sequel. Man, this game has really rekindled my lost love for mystery games! The FMV is surprisingly beautiful, the
UI looks great, its amazing what they've made with the budget they had. I wish there were more games like this, with this unique
style. I'm just sad there aren't more in this series (to my knowledge). Th main character is such a strange fellow he's so much fun
to watch! There's definitely some slow bits where you feel like you're just running around town asking characters about every
single thing on your grocery list, but watching Inspector Jenks talk is so fun that I didn't even mind, his facial expressions are a
work of art. Worth asking everybody about Simon's Homebrew hahaha!
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